YubiKey + Microsoft. Your defense against account takeovers
Secure sign in. Easy to use. Phishing resistant.

The YubiKey offers high security and best overall user experience for protecting Microsoft 365.
- Phishing-resistant security proven to stop account takeovers
- Frictionless user experience
- Easy to scale and support
- Works with Azure Active Directory, Active Directory, and leading Identity and Access Management (IAM) solutions

End account takeovers
- Phishing-resistant to advanced Man-in-the-Middle attacks
- Hardware backed public-key cryptography
- Origin binding validates whether user is signing in to legitimate site

Frictionless user experience
- Functions seamlessly as extension of computer, smartphone, and tablets
- Multiple form factors allow login with a simple tap or touch
- Use once to create a trusted device or use per each login

Easy to scale and support
- Easy to deploy and manage
- User self-service for provisioning, registration, and account recovery
- Highly durable, no batteries, screens, or moving parts

Provide your ecosystem secure access to Microsoft apps with the leading security key

Remote workforce
Improve security and productivity for remote workers access to Microsoft 365 collaboration and productivity tools.

3rd party/Vendor access
Ensure secure corporate system access to Microsoft 365 workloads by 3rd party entities.

End customers
YubiKeys safeguard end customer accounts.

End account takeovers
Log in 4X Faster than 2FA
90% Reduction in help desk calls

10 million YubiKeys deployed
Modern authentication with a touch

**Integrated with leading IAM solutions**
Use YubiKeys to secure authentication to Microsoft Office applications that are federated via Identity and Access Management solutions such as Ping Identity, RSA, Okta, and Duo.

**Native passwordless support with Azure AD**
The YubiKey can authenticate directly with Azure Active Directory accounts using passwordless logins.

**Works with Azure MFA and Active Directory**
Multi-protocol YubiKey 5 Series security keys enable logins using OTP via Azure MFA, as well as using smart card infrastructure to Active Directory accounts.

**Access via Microsoft accounts**
The YubiKey is natively supported by Microsoft accounts enabling easy secure access to Microsoft 365 productivity, collaboration, and security tools.

Multi-protocol authentication support
The YubiKey supports multiple methods for authentication, enabling the same key to be used across services and applications.

**WebAuth, FIDO2, U2F**
Yubico co-authored leading industry standards with Microsoft and Google and is a founding member of the FIDO Alliance.

**One time password**
Enable Azure MFA by using the YubiKey OTP functionality, along with the multi-platform Yubico Authenticator software.

**Smart card/PIV**
YubiKeys can also function as smart cards simplifying deployments by removing smart card readers.

Yubico sets global standards for authentication
The YubiKey delivers strong hardware protection with a simple touch across any number of IT systems and online services. Multi-protocol YubiKeys support standard security protocols to ensure interoperability in complex enterprise environments.

Yubico is the principal inventor of the WebAuthn/FIDO2 and U2F authentication standards adopted by the FIDO alliance and is the first company to produce the U2F security key and a multiprotocol FIDO2/WebAuthn authenticator. Yubico’s technology is deployed and loved by 9 of the top 10 internet brands and by millions of users in 160 countries.
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**About Yubico**
Yubico sets new global standards for easy and secure access to computers, servers, and Internet accounts. Founded in 2007, Yubico is privately held with headquarters in Sweden and USA. Learn why nine of the top 10 internet brands and millions of users in more than 160 countries use our technology at www.yubico.com.

**Yubico AB**
Kungsgatan 44
2nd floor
SE-111 35 Stockholm
Sweden

**Yubico Inc.**
530 Lytton Avenue, Suite 301
Palo Alto, CA 94301 USA
844-205-6787 (toll free)
650-285-0088
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